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Sleepy Cat Amigurumi
CROCHET PATTERN
By StringyDingDing
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StringyDingDing

You may sell your finished project. Please DO NOT resell/repost this written pattern
anywhere, nor take credit of this pattern.
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SUPPLIES:
• Yarn 4/Medium Weight Yarn
in...
In any Main Color, white, and
pink

• 4mm Crochet Hook
•Tapestry needle
•Scissors
•Stuffing
•Black Embroidery Thread

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Difficulty: Easy
• Size
These little cats are about 3.5" tall.
• Getting started
To make this cat, we will start with making his
body. After this, we will make his ears, arms,
legs, and cheeks!
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Cat
Let's make the cat! To make the cat, we
start by making the head which works
into the body. They are one continuous
piece.

head/body:

In main color
Round 1: 6 Sc in Magic Ring (6)

Round 2: *Inc* all around (12)
Round 3: *Inc, Sc* all around (18)
Round 4-8: *Sc* all around (18)
Round 9: *Dec, Sc* all around (12)
Round 10: *Dec, Sc*all around (8)
Round 11: *Inc, Sc*all around (12)
Stuff head here. Continue stuffing after every few rounds. Now we're
working on the body part.

Adding stuffing!

Round 12: *Inc, Sc 2* all around (16)
Round 13: *Inc, Sc 3* all around (20)
Round 14-17: *Sc*all around (20)
Round 18: *Dec, Sc 3* all around (16)
Round 19: *Dec, Sc 2* all around (12)
Round 20: *Dec, Sc*all around (6)
Finish off, leaving a long tail for sewing. Sew the bottom closed and weave in
any ends.
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Let's get to
business!

Now we will make the ears,
arms, and legs!

Ears: (Make 2)

In main color

Round 1: 6 Sc in Magic Ring (6)
Round 2: *Sc* all around (6)
Round 3: *Inc, Sc 2*all around (8)
Finish off, leaving a long tail for sewing. Pin
the ears on as shown and sew on. Weave in
any ends.

Arms: (Make 2)

In main color

Round 1: 6 Sc in Magic Ring (6)
Round 2-6: *Sc* all around (6)
Finish off, leaving a long tail for sewing. Pin the
arms on as shown. Be sure to pin the tip of the
arms to the head so it looks like the cat is
holding his sleepy head. Sew on the arms at the
base and to the head and weave in any ends.
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Legs: (Make 2)

In main color

Round 1: 6 Sc into a Magic Ring (6)
Round 2: *Sc* all around (6)
Round 3: *Inc, Sc* all around (9)
Finish off, leaving a long tail for sewing. Pin
each leg on and sew closed. Weave in ends.

Cheeks: (Make 2)

In white

Round 1: 6 Sc into a Magic Ring (6)
Finish off, leaving a long tail for sewing. Pin
each cheek on and sew closed. Weave in ends.

Note: Be sure to pin each cheek next to each
other.
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Nose:

In pink

Insert needle with pink yarn into the white cheek
near the top middle as shown, and pull needle out
at the right cheek as shown

(Pic 1-2). Reinsert

needle into the same first insertion spot and pull
needle out at the same area of the right cheek

(Pic 3-4). Repeat this 2 more times (Pics 5-7).
Note that you can guide the yarn to which area it
will land before you fully pull the yarn through the
cheeks! Once the nose is sewed on, tie both ends
of yarn into knots and weave them into the cat to
hide the yarn. Cut any excess yarn.
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Eyes:

In black embroidery thread
Insert needle with thread into the right eye area of the
cat and pull needle out one stitch to the left as shown

(Pic 1). Reinsert needle one stitch over, and pull needle
out as shown (Pic 2). Pull the needle through (Pic 3-4).
Reinsert needle one stitch to the left

(Pic 5). Pull needle out at the very corner of the right

(Pic 6). Reinsert needle one stitch to the left and pull needle through as we did
previously (Pic 7). Reinsert needle one stitch to the left as shown (Pic 8). Pull needle out to
eye

the original insertion point. Tie ends of thread into firm knots and weave into the cat to hide.
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Done!
How to Crochet
Get video tutorials!
Pumpkins
VIDEO TUTORIAL

Make a pumpkin with this easy
and fun tutorial.
Great for practicing your amigurumi!

No Sew Spider Video

How to
Crochet Spiders
VIDEO TUTORIAL

Crochet lots of spiders with your
scrap yarns!
Watch the detailed video tutorial.

This is a members exclusive pattern.

